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 PREFACE

Getting the Deal Through is delighted to publish the seventh edition 
of Data Protection & Privacy, which is available in print, as an e-book 
and online at www.gettingthedealthrough.com.

Getting the Deal Through provides international expert analysis in 
key areas of law, practice and regulation for corporate counsel, cross-
border legal practitioners, and company directors and officers. 

Throughout this edition, and following the unique Getting the Deal 
Through format, the same key questions are answered by leading 
practitioners in each of the jurisdictions featured. Our coverage this 
year includes new chapters on Argentina, Colombia, Greece, Korea, 
Malta and Taiwan. 

Getting the Deal Through titles are published annually in print. 
Please ensure you are referring to the latest edition or to the online 
version at www.gettingthedealthrough.com.

Every effort has been made to cover all matters of concern to 
readers. However, specific legal advice should always be sought from 
experienced local advisers. 

Getting the Deal Through gratefully acknowledges the efforts of all 
the contributors to this volume, who were chosen for their recognised 
expertise. We also extend special thanks to the contributing editors, 
Aaron P Simpson and Lisa J Sotto of Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP, for 
their continued assistance with this volume.

London
July 2018

Preface
Data Protection & Privacy 2019
Seventh edition
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Portugal
Helena Tapp Barroso, João Alfredo Afonso and Tiago Félix da Costa
Morais Leitão, Galvão Teles, Soares da Silva & Associados

Law and the regulatory authority

1 Legislative framework

Summarise the legislative framework for the protection 
of personally identifiable information (PII). Does your 
jurisdiction have a dedicated data protection law? Is the data 
protection law in your jurisdiction based on any international 
instruments on privacy or data protection?

The legislative framework for the protection of PII applicable in 
Portugal is currently (as from 25 May 2018) that resulting from the 
direct application of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of nat-
ural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the 
free movement of such data (the General Data Protection Regulation, 
or GDPR). Currently (July 2018) there is no specific national legisla-
tion providing for specific rules in the context of the GPDR, although a 
proposal is under discussion in parliament and may be expected within 
the next few months. The previous dedicated Portuguese data protec-
tion law governing personal data processing that was issued in 1998 
(Law No. 67/98 of 26 October 1998 (the DPA)) has not, as such, been 
revoked, although a number of its provisions must be deemed to be 
derogated by provisions of the GPDR. A previous data protection law 
had been issued in 1991 (Law No. 10/91) dedicated to the protection 
of personal data processed by automated means. This initial law was 
based on the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard 
to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Convention 108), adopted 
by the Council of Europe. 

Portugal has relevant national constitutional privacy provisions, as 
article 35 of the Portuguese Constitution (on the use of computerised 
data) sets forth the main relevant principles and guarantees that rule 
PII protection.

International instruments relevant for PII protection have also 
been adopted in Portugal, as is the case of the following:
• the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to 

Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Convention 108);
• the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms (European Convention on Human Rights), 
of which article 8 is specifically relevant for PII protection; and

• the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (ie, arti-
cles 7 and 8).

2 Data protection authority

Which authority is responsible for overseeing the 
data protection law? Describe the investigative powers 
of the authority.

The National Commission for the Protection of Data (CNPD) is the 
authority responsible for overseeing the DPA in Portugal.

The CNPD (its members or delegated staff ) have powers to require 
information on PII processing activities from public or private bodies 
and hold rights of access to the computer systems supporting PII pro-
cessing, as well as to all documentation relating to the processing and 
transmission of PII, within the scope of its duties and responsibilities.

These include, among others, the responsibility to:

• supervise and monitor compliance with the laws and regulations 
regarding privacy and PII;

• exercise investigative powers related to any PII processing activity, 
including PII transmission;

• exercise powers of authority, particularly those ordering the block-
ing, erasure or destruction of PII or imposing a temporary or per-
manent mandatory order to ban unlawful PII processing;

• issue public warnings or admonition towards PII owners failing to 
comply with PII protection legal provisions;

• impose fines for breaches of the DPA or other specific data protec-
tion legal provisions; and

• report criminal offences to the Public Prosecution Office in the con-
text of the DPA and pursue measures to provide evidence thereon.

This is a subject matter that will also be amended by the local law pro-
ject under discussion, to be adapted in line with the provisions of the 
GDPR, namely in accordance with articles 51, 57 and 58.

3 Legal obligations of data protection authority

Are there legal obligations on the data protection authority 
to cooperate with data protection authorities, or is there a 
mechanism to resolve different approaches?

Cooperation between the supervisory authorities applicable to the 
Portuguese supervisory authority is currently subject to the provisions 
of Chapter VII of the GDPR on cooperation and consistency, pursuant 
to article 51(2), which states: ‘Each supervisory authority shall con-
tribute to the consistent application of this Regulation throughout the 
Union. For that purpose, the supervisory authorities shall cooperate 
with each other and the Commission in accordance with Chapter VII.’

4 Breaches of data protection

Can breaches of data protection law lead to administrative 
sanctions or orders, or criminal penalties? How would such 
breaches be handled?

Breaches of data protection law can lead to both administrative sanc-
tions or orders and criminal penalties. 

The administrative fines covering data protection law breaches 
under the GDPR apply. Currently there is no specific national legisla-
tion providing for specific rules in the context of the GPDR, although a 
proposal is under discussion in parliament and may be expected within 
the next few months. The proposal includes provisions on ranges of 
fines (minimum and maximum) and classifies infringements according 
to their nature and gravity, in line with artcle 83 of the GDPR.

Sector-specific legislation for the protection of PII in the electronic 
communication business activity (applicable, for example, to PII own-
ers that are telecom operators and internet service providers) foresees 
much higher administrative fines for data protection law breaches 
(which may go up to a maximum of €5 million).

Criminal offences are punished with imprisonment of up to two 
years or a 240 day-fine (the relevant day-fine amount being fixed by the 
judge within a range between €5 and €500, depending on the financial 
situation and personal and family expense level of the offender), both 
of which can be aggravated to double the amount.
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Administrative sanctions and orders are applied by the CNPD, 
which also has powers to order ancillary administrative measures such 
as temporary or permanent data processing bans or PII blockage, eras-
ure or total or partial PII destruction, among others.

Criminal offences are subject to prosecution by the Public 
Prosecutor and their application must be decided by the criminal courts. 

Scope

5 Exempt sectors and institutions

Does the data protection law cover all sectors and types of 
organisation, or are some areas of activity outside its scope? 

All sectors and types of organisations covered by the GDPR are 
in its scope, therefore covering PII processing by both public and 
private entities.

An application exemption was previously foreseen by the DPA 
for PII processing carried out by natural persons in the course of 
purely personal or domestic activities, and this is kept under article of 
2(2)(c) of the GDPR.

The provisions of the DPA apply to the processing of personal data 
regarding public security, national defence and state security, with-
out prejudice, however, to special rules contained in international law 
instruments to which Portugal is bound, as well as specific domestic 
laws on the relevant areas.

6 Communications, marketing and surveillance laws

Does the data protection law cover interception of 
communications, electronic marketing or monitoring and 
surveillance of individuals? If not, list other relevant laws 
in this regard.

A number of issues are covered by specific laws and regulations.
Video surveillance and surveillance cameras for defined purposes 

are the object of specific laws, as is the case, among others, of:
• Law No. 1/2005 of 10 January 2005 (subsequently amended and 

republished by Law No. 9/2012 of 23 February 2012) on the installa-
tion in public areas and use of surveillance through video cameras, 
by national security forces (for the protection of public buildings, 
including premises with interest for defence and security, people 
and asset security, crime prevention, driving infraction prosecu-
tion, prevention of terrorism and forest fire detection) and Decree-
Law No. 207/2005 of 29 November 2005 specifically on electronic 
surveillance on the roads (eg, cameras and radars) by traffic police 
and other security forces; and

• Law No. 34/2013 of 16 May 2013 on the licensing of private secu-
rity agencies and their activity, which contains relevant provisions 
on the use of video surveillance cameras (and Regulation No. 
273/2013 of 20 August 2013).

7 Other laws

Identify any further laws or regulations that provide specific 
data protection rules for related areas.

In Portugal some sector-specific or purpose-specific provisions for the 
protection of PII may be found in specific laws or regulations. A rele-
vant example of these are the rules specifically applicable to the elec-
tronic communications (telecom) sector contained in Law 41/2004 
of 18 August 2004, which implemented Directive 2002/58/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002 concerning 
the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the 
electronic communications sector (Directive on privacy and electronic 
communications, or ePrivacy Directive) as amended by Law 46/2012 
of 29 August 2012, implementing Directive 2009/136/EC (which also 
amended the ePrivacy Directive) and Commission Regulation (EU) 
No. 611/2013 of 24 June 2013 on the measures applicable to the noti-
fication of personal data breaches under the above referred Directive 
2002/58/EC. The reform of ePrivacy legislation currently taking place 
in the EU in line with the new rules in force under the GPDR will, no 
doubt, bring changes in this area to local legislation. 

The provisions of Directive 2006/24/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 15 March 2006 on the retention of 
data generated or processed in connection with the provision of pub-
licly available electronic communications services or public commu-
nications networks and amending Directive 2002/58/EC have also 
been implemented in Portugal through Law No. 32/2008 of 17 June 
2008 on the retention and transfer of such PII for the purposes of the 
investigation, detection and prosecution of serious crime by compe-
tent authorities.

Other specific scope or sector acts may also be referred to, as is the 
case of Law No. 12/2005 of 26 January 2005 (as amended) and Decree-
Law N0. 131/2014 of 29 August 2014, both on personal genetic and 
health information.

The Portuguese Labour Code (2009) also contains a number of 
provisions on employee privacy, including provisions on monitoring 
and surveillance; namely, excluding the possibility of surveillance 
equipment being used by the employer to control employee perfor-
mance (articles 20 to 22) and consultation requirements with employee 
work councils for certain types of processing.

The retention of PII by electronic service providers is regulated by 
Law No. 32/2008 of 17 June 2008.

Law No. 41/2004 of 18 August 2004 as amended by Law 46/2012 
of 29 August 2012, which governs the processing of personal data and 
privacy in the electronic communications sector, contains specific pro-
visions on unsolicited communications for marketing purposes.

8 PII formats

What forms of PII are covered by the law? 

The legislation applicable in Portugal covers PII processed by totally or 
partially automatic means as well as PII that forms part of a (manual) 
filing system or is intended to form part of such systems (GDPR). This 
was also the case under the DPA.

9 Extraterritoriality

Is the reach of the law limited to PII owners and processors of 
PII established or operating in the jurisdiction?

The Portuguese DPA covers PII processing carried out in the con-
text of the activities of an establishment of the PII owner located in 
Portuguese territory or in a place where Portuguese law applies by vir-
tue of international public law.

The DPA also applies to processing carried out by a PII owner estab-
lished outside the European Union area but who makes use of auto-
mated or non-automated means for processing located in Portuguese 
territory, with the exception of means or equipment located in Portugal 
to serve the purposes of mere transit of PII through the country.

The DPA covers video surveillance and other forms of PII collec-
tion, processing and broadcast consisting of sound or image, when-
ever the owner is located in Portugal or uses a network access provider 
established in Portuguese territory.

The GDPR territorial scope, as defined in article 3, nevetheless 
fully applies.

10 Covered uses of PII

Is all processing or use of PII covered? Is a distinction made 
between those who control or own PII and those who provide 
PII processing services to owners? Do owners’, controllers’ 
and processors’ duties differ?

Although the DPA includes a number of provisions that refer to proces-
sors or processing services, the main direct legal obligations contained 
in the DPA are applicable to PII owners. 

Although administrative penalties and criminal infractions refer 
primarily to PII owners (while applicable to the breach of specific PII 
owner legal duties) penalties are not exclusively applicable to the same 
entities (eg, unauthorised access to PII, tampering or destruction of PII 
and others is not restricted to a PII owner action).

All processors’ duties directly resulting from the GDPR (and, natu-
rally, all controllers’ duties) apply directly in Portugal.
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Legitimate processing of PII 

11 Legitimate processing – grounds

Does the law require that the holding of PII be legitimised 
on specific grounds, for example, to meet the owner’s legal 
obligations or if the individual has provided consent? 

The provisions contained in the GDPR, particularly those in articles 6 
and 9 on the requirement that the holding of PII be legitimised on spe-
cific grounds, fully apply.

In line with article 6 of the GPDR, PII processing shall be lawful 
only if and to the extent that at least one of the following applies: 
• the individual has given free, informed and unambiguous consent 

to the processing of his or her personal data for one or more spe-
cific purposes; 

• processing of the PII is necessary for the performance of a con-
tract to which the individual is party or in order to take steps at the 
request of the latter prior to entering into a contract; 

• PII processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation 
to which the PII owner (controller) is subject; 

• PII processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of 
the individual or of another natural person; 

• PII processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried 
out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority 
vested in the controller; or

• PII processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate inter-
ests pursued by the owner (controller) or by a third party, except 
where such interests are overridden by the interests or fundamen-
tal rights and freedoms of the individual that require protection of 
personal data, in particular where the individual is a child.

The Portuguese DPA also required that the holding of PII was legiti-
mised on specific grounds.

In the case of non-sensitive data, processing, under the DPA, was 
legitimate on the following grounds:
• consent from the individual;
• performance of a contract or contracts to which the individual 

is a party;
• completion of pre-contractual steps, at the request of the indi-

vidual, prior to entering into a contract or declaring his or her will 
to negotiate;

• compliance with legal obligations impending over the PII owner;
• protection of vital interests belonging to the individual in cases 

where the latter is physically or legally incapable of provid-
ing consent;

• performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the 
exercise of official authority vested in the PII owner or in a third 
party entity to whom the PII is disclosed; and

• need resulting from the legitimate interests of the PII owner (or 
third parties to whom the PII is disclosed), unless overridden by 
the individual’s fundamental rights, freedoms or guarantees.

These must be read in light of the GDPR.

12 Legitimate processing – types of PII

Does the law impose more stringent rules for specific 
types of PII? 

More stringent rules apply in the case of the ‘special categories of 
data’ indicated in article 9 of the GDPR. This refers to the process-
ing of genetic PII, biometric PII, PII concerning health, data con-
cerning the individual’s sex life or sexual orientation, PII revealing 
political opinions, trade union membership, religious or philosophical 
beliefs and racial or ethnic origin, and suspicion of illegal activities, 
criminal or administrative offences and decisions applying criminal 
penalties, security measures, administrative fines or additional con-
viction measures.

As a rule, the processing of special categories of PII is prohibited 
with the exceptions provided for in article 9 of the GPDR. Currently the 
DPA does not provide for any additional exceptions. 

In the case of PII relating to health or sex life, including genetic 
data, processing is also legitimate on medical grounds (preventative 
medicine, medical diagnosis, provision of medical care and manage-
ment of healthcare services).

The processing of information consisting of the suspicion of ille-
gal activities or criminal or administrative offences is allowed on the 
grounds of pursuing the legitimate purposes of the PII owner, pro-
vided the latter are not overridden by the individual’s fundamental 
rights and freedoms.

Processing of personal data relating to criminal convictions and 
offences or related security measures shall be carried out only under 
the control of the official authority or when the processing is author-
ised by EU or Portuguese law providing for appropriate safeguards 
for the rights and freedoms of individuals. Any comprehensive regis-
ter of criminal convictions shall be kept only under the control of the 
official authority.

Data handling responsibilities of owners of PII

13 Notification

Does the law require owners of PII to notify individuals 
whose PII they hold? What must the notice contain and 
when must it be provided?

The DPA required owners of PII to notify individuals whose data they 
hold of the following information, at the time of collection of the PII, 
(except where the individuals already hold such information):
• the PII owner’s identity and, where applicable, that of the owner’s 

representative;
• the purposes of the PII processing; and
• other relevant information, including, at least, the following:

• the PII recipients or category of recipients;
• the statutory or voluntary nature of responses on PII required 

from the individual (and the consequences of not providing 
a response);

• information that PII may circulate on the network without 
security measures and may be at risk of being seen or used 
by unauthorised third parties, when the PII is collected on an 
open network; and

• the existence and conditions for the exercise of the individu-
al’s rights of access to PII and correction thereof. 

Where the PII is not obtained by the PII owner directly from the indi-
vidual, notification should take place at the time the first processing 
operation takes place or, if disclosure to third parties is envisaged, at 
the time disclosure first takes place.

Information requirements provided for in articles 13 and 14 of the 
GDPR are now applicable and supersede, as may be applicable, those 
that were contained in the DPA.

14 Exemption from notification

When is notice not required?

Notice requirement shall not apply:
• where and insofar as the individual already has the information 

(article 13(4) of the GDPR) and where personal data has not been 
obtained from the data subject;

• when notice proves impossible or would involve a disproportion-
ate effort, in particular for processing for archiving purposes in the 
public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statisti-
cal purposes, subject to the conditions and safeguards referred to 
in article 89(1) of the GDPR;

• insofar as notification is likely to render impossible or seriously 
impair the achievement of the objectives of that PII processing. In 
such cases the owner shall take appropriate measures to protect the 
individual’s rights and freedoms and legitimate interests, includ-
ing making notice publicly available; 

• obtaining or disclosure is expressly laid down by EU or Portuguese 
law and provides appropriate measures to protect the individual’s 
legitimate interests; or 

• where the personal data must remain confidential subject to an 
obligation of professional secrecy regulated by EU or Portuguese 
law, including a statutory obligation of secrecy.

The DPA provides that notice is not required if processing is car-
ried out solely for journalistic purposes or for literary or artistic 
expression purposes.
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15 Control of use

Must owners of PII offer individuals any degree of 
choice or control over the use of their information? 
In which circumstances?

PII owners must offer individuals whose PII they hold the rights of 
access, rectification or erasure of personal data or restriction of pro-
cessing concerning the data subject or to object to processing, as well 
as the right to data portability as provided for in the GDPR.

The right of access comprises the individual’s entitlement to obtain 
from the owner confirmation as to whether or not personal data con-
cerning him or her is being processed, and, where that is the case, 
access to the personal data and to all the information provided for in 
article 15(1)(a) to (h) and (2) of the GDPR.

The right of access also entitles the individual to obtain from the 
owner a copy of the PII undergoing processing. 

16 Data accuracy

Does the law impose standards in relation to the quality, 
currency and accuracy of PII? 

PII processed must be relevant, accurate and, where necessary, kept up 
to date in relation to the purpose for which it is held.

The PII owner is required to take adequate measures to ensure that 
PII that is inaccurate or incomplete, in light of the processing purpose, 
is erased or corrected.

17 Amount and duration of data holding

Does the law restrict the amount of PII that may be held or the 
length of time it may be held? 

The amount of PII that may be held is limited to that which is strictly 
adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purpose for 
which it is collected and further processed.

The DPA does not specify allowed retention periods, the general 
rule being that the PII may not be held for longer than is necessary for 
the specific purposes for which it was collected and further processed.

There are certain guidelines and decisions issued by the CNPD 
that indicate, for specific purposes, the length of time the authority 
considers certain categories of PII may be held, which may still be 
taken into account in the context of the GDPR. 

18 Finality principle

Are the purposes for which PII can be used by owners 
restricted? Has the ‘finality principle’ been adopted?

As a rule, the finality principle was already applicable under the DPA. 
This is reinforced under the GPDR under the principles relating to the 
processing of personal data provided for in article 5 of the GDPR. PII 
may only be collected for specific, express and legitimate purposes 
and may not be subsequently used for purposes that are incompat-
ible with the same.

19 Use for new purposes

If the finality principle has been adopted, how far does the 
law allow for PII to be used for new purposes? Are there 
exceptions or exclusions from the finality principle?

Prior to the GDPR, the DPA provided that the CNPD may authorise, on 
an exceptional basis, the use of PII for purposes that differ from those 
that determined its collection, subject to the legally applicable PII qual-
ity and processing lawfulness principles. Currently, this is ruled by the 
GDPR, particularly by the provisions of article 6(4).

Security 

20 Security obligations

What security obligations are imposed on PII owners and 
service providers that process PII on their behalf ? 

Under article 32 of the GDPR, the owner and the service provider are 
subject to implementing appropriate technical and organisational 
measures (taking into account the state of the art, the costs of imple-
mentation and the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing, 

as well as the risk of varying likelihood and severity for the rights and 
freedoms of individuals) to ensure a level of security for PII appropri-
ate to the risk. The adequateness of the measures must be assessed 
taking into account security and in particular of the risks that are pre-
sented by the PII processing, particularly from accidental or unlawful 
destruction, loss, alteration or unauthorised disclosure of or access to 
PII transmitted, stored or otherwise kept.

Examples of possible measures are also provided by the GDPR 
under article 32(2), specifically:
• the pseudonymisation and encryption of PII;
• the ability to ensure the ongoing confidentiality, integrity, avail-

ability and resilience of processing systems and services; 
• the ability to restore the availability and access to PII in a timely 

manner in the event of a physical or technical incident; and
• a process for regularly testing, assessing and evaluating the effec-

tiveness of technical and organisational measures for ensuring the 
security of the processing.

The DPA focuses the requirement to put in place appropriate techni-
cal and organisational measures on the PII owners appropriate to pro-
tect PII against:
• accidental or unlawful destruction;
• accidental loss or alteration;
• unauthorised disclosure or access (particularly where processing 

of the PII involves its transmission over a network); and
• any other unlawful forms of processing.

The DPA provides that when sensitive PII is processed the owner must 
implement measures that are appropriate to:
• control entry to the premises where such sensitive PII is processed;
• prevent the PII from being read, copied, altered, removed, used or 

transferred by unauthorised persons;
• guarantee that no unauthorised PII input or PII input knowledge, 

alteration or elimination occurs; 
• keep the access of authorised persons to sensitive PII to the limits 

of authorised processing; 
• guarantee recipient entity verification when the same PII process-

ing includes transmission; and
• guarantee that logs or other types of registration are kept to allow 

sensitive PII input control. 
 
The DPA requires that systems guarantee logical separation between 
PII relating to health and sex life, including genetic information 
and other PII. 

21 Notification of data breach

Does the law include (general or sector-specific) obligations 
to notify the supervisory authority or individuals of data 
breaches? If breach notification is not required by law, is it 
recommended by the supervisory authority? 

The DPA did not include a general obligation to notify the supervi-
sory authority or individuals of data breaches. Previously, there was a 
sector-specific requirement to do so in the electronic communications 
sector. In this case, data breaches should be notified by the PII owner 
to the CNPD, without undue delay and, if the data breach was likely to 
adversely affect individuals (ie, telecom service subscribers or users), 
PII owners were already also subject to notifying the individuals, also 
without undue delay. In this case, the data breach is deemed to affect 
PII individuals negatively in cases where the data breach may cause 
identity fraud or theft or connected physical or reputational damage 
or humiliation. 

Under the GDPR, the data breach notification obligations to the 
supervisory authority and communication of a personal data breach to 
the data subject provided for under articles 33 and 34 respectively, fully 
apply as from 25 May 2018. The CNPD has provided PII owners with 
specific online forms for data breach notification.
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Internal controls

22 Data protection officer

Is the appointment of a data protection officer mandatory? 
What are the data protection officer’s legal responsibilities?

In Portugal and under the DPA, the appointment of a data protection 
officer was not required. As from 25 May 2018, however, under the 
GDPR, it is mandatory for certain PII owners (controllers) and proces-
sors to appoint a data protection officer. This will be the case for all pub-
lic authorities and bodies (irrespective of what data they process), and 
for owners (or processors) that, as a core activity, monitor individuals 
systematically and on a large scale, or process special categories of per-
sonal data on a large scale.

23 Record keeping

Are owners or processors of PII required to maintain 
any internal records or establish internal processes 
or documentation? 

The previous DPA did not provide for any specific or general require-
ments for PII owners or processors to maintain internal records or 
establish internal processes or documentation. In fact, the previous 
rules were based on a prior recording of PII processing activities with 
the supervisory authority (CNPD). As from 25 May 2018, however, 
under article 30 of the GDPR, PII owners shall maintain a record of 
processing activities under their responsibility, except in the case of 
PII owners employing fewer than 250 persons, unless the processing 
it carries out is likely to result in a risk to the rights and freedoms of 
individuals, the processing is not occasional, or the processing includes 
special categories of PII (sensitive data referred to in article 9(1)) or PII 
relating to criminal convictions and offences. The same requirement 
applies to PII processors.

24 New processing regulations

Are there any obligations in relation to new 
processing operations? 

Under article 25(1) of the GDPR, the PII owner shall, both at the time of 
the determination of the means for processing the PII and at the time 
of the processing itself, implement appropriate technical and organi-
sational measures, such as pseudonymisation, which are designed to 
implement data-protection principles, such as data minimisation, in 
an effective manner and to integrate the necessary safeguards into the 
processing in order to meet the requirements of the GDPR and protect 
the rights of individuals. This must be done taking into account the 
state of the art, the cost of implementation and the nature, scope, con-
text and purposes of processing, as well as the risks of varying likeli-
hood and severity for the rights and freedoms of natural persons posed 
by the processing.

The requirements to carry out a prior assessment of the impact of 
the envisaged processing operations on the protection of PII under arti-
cle 35 of the GDPR fully apply in Portugal as from 25 May 2018.

The law project currently under discussion includes a provision 
whereby this assessment would not be required in the case of PII pro-
cessing that had been previously authorised by the CNPD.

Registration and notification

25 Registration

Are PII owners or processors of PII required to register with 
the supervisory authority? Are there any exemptions?

The PII owner is no longer required to notify the CNPD or obtain prior 
processing authorisation from the same entity before any PII process-
ing activities are initiated (with the exception of the prior consultation 
with the supervisory authority before processing that is required from 
the PII owner under the terms of article 36 of the GDPR, where a data 
protection impact assessment under article 35 of the GDPR indicates 
that the processing would result in a high risk in the absence of meas-
ures taken by the owner to mitigate the risk).

26 Formalities

What are the formalities for registration? 

Not applicable.

27 Penalties

What are the penalties for a PII owner or processor of PII for 
failure to make or maintain an entry on the register?

Not applicable.

28 Refusal of registration

On what grounds may the supervisory authority refuse to 
allow an entry on the register? 

Not applicable.

29 Public access

Is the register publicly available? How can it be accessed?

The CNPD register (mainly authorisation decisions) that refers to 
registrations and authorisations issued prior to 25 May 2018 is open to 
public consultation, free of charge, on the authority’s website (www.
cnpd.pt/bin/registo/registo.htm), although the information available 
is not complete.

30 Effect of registration

Does an entry on the register have any specific legal effect?

Not applicable.

31 Other transparency duties

Are there any other public transparency duties?

There are no transparency duties additional to the GDPR requirements. 

Transfer and disclosure of PII

32 Transfer of PII

How does the law regulate the transfer of PII to entities that 
provide outsourced processing services?

Under the previous Portuguese DPA, entities providing outsourced 
processing services qualify as ‘processors’. The processor must 
only act on instructions from the PII owner, unless he or she is 
required to act by law.

The PII owner must ensure that the processors it selects provide 
sufficient guarantees that the required technical and organisational 
security measures are carried out. Compliance by the processors with 
the relevant measures must be ensured by the PII owner. 

The PII owner and processor must enter into a contract or be mutu-
ally bound by an equivalent legal act in writing. The relevant instru-
ment is required to bind the processor to act only on instructions from 
the owner and must foresee that the relevant security measures are 
also incumbent on the processor. 

As from 25 May 2018, all requirements contained in article 28 of 
the GDPR apply.

33 Restrictions on disclosure

Describe any specific restrictions on the disclosure of PII to 
other recipients.

Disclosure of PII is generally subject to all the processing principles, 
restrictions and notification requirements contained in the GDPR 
and in the DPA. Individuals must be notified at the time of collec-
tion or before disclosure takes place for the first time to the catego-
ries of entities to which disclosure of PII will be made. Disclosure, as 
is the case with all other processing acts, must be based on one of the 
legitimate processing grounds. This may be, in certain cases, the indi-
vidual’s consent.

Health and sex life PII can be disclosed only to health professionals 
or other professionals also subject to the same secrecy duties. 
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34 Cross-border transfer

Is the transfer of PII outside the jurisdiction restricted? 

The transfer of PII to another European Union member state or 
European Economic Area (EEA) member country is not restricted. 

Transfer of PII outside these territories is restricted. In this case, 
transfer is permitted only when it is compliant with the DPA require-
ments and when the state to which PII is transferred ensures an ade-
quate level of protection assessed in the light of all the circumstances 
surrounding PII transfer, with special consideration being given to 
the nature of PII to be transferred, the purpose and duration of the 
proposed processing, the country of final destination, the rules of law 
in force in the state in question (both general and sector rules) and 
the professional rules and security measures that are complied with 
in such country.

PII may flow from Portugal to non-EU or non-EEA member 
states that have been covered by an adequacy decision issued by the 
European Commission, acknowledging such country ensures an ade-
quate level of protection by reason of its domestic law or of the inter-
national commitments it has entered into. Transfer may also be made 
under contracts that follow the standard form model clauses approved 
by the European Commission.

Prior to the GDPR, the Portuguese authority did not accept bind-
ing corporate rules for the transfer of PII. This is now admitted under 
the terms of article 47 of the GDPR.

In addition, transfer to the US may be done under the EU–US 
Privacy Shield framework following the adoption on 12 July 2016 of the 
European Commission decision on the EU–US Privacy Shield.

In the absence of an adequacy decision pursuant to article 45(3) 
of the GDPR or of appropriate safeguards pursuant to article 46 of the 
GDPR, including binding corporate rules, a transfer or a set of transfers 
of personal data to a third country or an international organisation shall 
take place only on one of the conditions indicated in article 49(a) to (g):
(a) the individual has explicitly consented to the proposed transfer, 

after having been informed of the possible risks of such transfers 
for him or her due to the absence of an adequacy decision and 
appropriate safeguards; 

(b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between 
the individual and the controller or the implementation of pre-
contractual measures taken at the individual’s request; 

(c) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a 
contract concluded in the interest of the individual between the PII 
owner and another natural or legal person; 

(d) the transfer is necessary for important reasons of public interest;
(e) the transfer is necessary for the establishment, exercise or defence 

of legal claims; 
(f ) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the 

individual or of other persons, where the individual is physically or 
legally incapable of giving consent; or

(g) the transfer is made from a register which according to EU or 
Portuguese law is intended to provide information to the public 
and which is open to consultation either by the public in general or 
by any person who can demonstrate a legitimate interest, but only 
to the extent that the conditions laid down by EU or Portuguese law 
for consultation are fulfilled in the particular case. 

35 Notification of cross-border transfer

Does cross-border transfer of PII require notification to or 
authorisation from a supervisory authority?

No prior notification requirements apply. 

36 Further transfer

If transfers outside the jurisdiction are subject to restriction 
or authorisation, do these apply equally to transfers to service 
providers and onwards transfers? 

The restrictions that apply to transfers outside the EU and EEA between 
PII owners apply equally in the case of transfers of PII to service provid-
ers (processors).

Rights of individuals

37 Access

Do individuals have the right to access their personal 
information held by PII owners? Describe how this right can 
be exercised as well as any limitations to this right. 

Individuals are granted the right to access their personal information 
held by PII owners. The DPA does not contain specific provisions on 
formalities for the exercise of this right of access, but it does establish 
that the access entitlement is not to be subject to restrictions, exces-
sive delay or expense. The GDPR provides for the right of access, fully 
applicable in Portugal. (See question 15 for an indication of the entitle-
ments comprising the individuals’ right of access.)

When notifying the individuals whose PII they hold, the owners of 
PII must include information on the existence and conditions for the 
exercise of the individual’s rights of access to PII and correction thereof 
(see question 13).

38 Other rights

Do individuals have other substantive rights?

Individuals are entitled to require the rectification of inaccurate infor-
mation from the PII owner as well as the update of information held.

Individuals also have the right to object at any time to the process-
ing of information relating to them:
• on justified grounds; or
• in any case, and free of charge, if information is meant for the pur-

poses of direct marketing or any other form of research.
 
Additionally, individuals are entitled to the right not to be subject to 
a decision that produces legal effects concerning them or significantly 
affecting them which is based solely on automated processing of infor-
mation intended to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to the 
same individual.

Correction, removal and information blocking rights are also 
granted to individuals when the information held by the PII owner 
does not comply with the provisions set out in the DPA, including cases 
where the information is incomplete or inaccurate.

All other substantive rights granted to individuals by the GDPR 
fully apply: the erasure of PII or restriction of processing concern-
ing the individual, the right to object to processing and the right to 
PII portability.

39 Compensation

Are individuals entitled to monetary damages or 
compensation if they are affected by breaches of the law? Is 
actual damage required or is injury to feelings sufficient?

In the event an individual suffers damage as a result of an act or omis-
sion purported by the PII owner in breach of the PII protection legis-
lation, the same individual is entitled to compensation for damage 
claimable through the courts. Compensation for serious injury to feel-
ings may be also claimed.

40 Enforcement

Are these rights exercisable through the judicial system or 
enforced by the supervisory authority or both?

The rights to claim monetary damage and compensation are exercis-
able through the judicial system and not directly enforced by the super-
visory authority.

Exemptions, derogations and restrictions

41 Further exemptions and restrictions

Does the law include any derogations, exclusions or 
limitations other than those already described? Describe the 
relevant provisions.

Not currently.
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Supervision

42 Judicial review

Can PII owners appeal against orders of the supervisory 
authority to the courts?

PII owners can appeal against orders issued by the CNPD to the courts. 
In the case of decisions issued by the authority applying penalties for 
administrative misdemeanours, PII owners may appeal to the criminal 
courts. To appeal against decisions on authorisation or registration pro-
ceedings, competence lies with the administrative courts.

Specific data processing 

43 Internet use

Describe any rules on the use of ‘cookies’ or 
equivalent technology.

Portugal has adopted legislation implementing article 5.3 of Directive 
2002/58/EC, as amended by Directive 2009/136/EC (ePrivacy 
Directive). The implementation came into effect on 30 August 2012.

The use of cookies requires the individuals’ consent, after hav-
ing been provided with clear and comprehensive information on the 
use of cookies, as well as on the categories of PII processed and the 
purposes thereof. 

There has been no explicit provision on the nature of consent, 
neither has the authority issued formal guidelines on its understand-
ing, but the system implemented in Portugal tends to be seen as an 
opt-in solution. 

44 Electronic communications marketing

Describe any rules on marketing by email, fax or telephone.

The use of automated calling and communication systems without 
human intervention (automatic calling machines), facsimile machines 
(fax) or electronic mail for the purposes of direct marketing is allowed 
only in respect of individuals who have given their prior explicit con-
sent. This rule does not apply to users that are not individuals (legal 
persons). In this case, unsolicited communications for direct marketing 
purposes may be sent except where the recipient, being a legal person, 
expresses its opposition.

Unsolicited communications for direct marketing purposes by 
means of electronic mail also apply to SMS, EMS, MMS and other kinds 
of similar applications.

These rules do not exclude the possibility of a PII owner, having 
obtained the electronic contact of its customers in the context of the 
sale of its products or services, using such contact details for direct 
marketing of its own products or similar ones. In this case, the PII 
owner must only provide its customers with the possibility of objecting, 
free of charge and in an easy manner, to such use. This possibility must 
be given both at the time of collection of the PII and on the occasion of 
each marketing message sent to the customer.

All direct marketing messages must identify the PII owner and 
indicate a valid contact point for the recipient to object to future mes-
sages being sent.

All entities sending unsolicited communications for direct market-
ing purposes must keep an updated list of individuals that have given 
their consent to receive such communications, as well as a list of cus-
tomers that have not objected to receiving it.

45 Cloud services

Describe any rules or regulator guidance on the use of cloud 
computing services. 

There are no specific rules of guidance issued by the Portuguese 
authority on the use of cloud computing. The general DPA rules on PII 
transfers and on the use of processors by PII owners will fully apply in 
the case of cloud computing services contracted by the owner.
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